### A Comprehensive Map of FDA Approved Pharmaceutical

May 15th, 2019 - On the other hand the release of the Drug Price Competition and Patent Term Restoration Act in 1984 the Hatch Waxman Amendments symbolized the beginning of the competition between brand and generic pharmaceutical companies 15 16 after this the abbreviated new drug application and as a process for the review and approval of generic drugs products has been established.

### Constraints and prospects for contraceptive service

May 11th, 2019 - Constraints and prospects for contraceptive service provision to young people in Uganda providers perspectives Makerere University and the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology approved the study Written consent was secured from all participants after explaining the purpose of the study and long acting methods such as

### Drugs for Long Acting Injections and Implants SpringerLink

May 4th, 2019 - Long acting injections and implants have been developed for controlled drug delivery to improve therapeutic effects decrease dosing frequency and also avoid potential drug toxicity Many

### Long Acting Injections and Implants Jeremy C Wright

May 6th, 2019 - Long acting injections and implants improve therapy enhance patient compliance improve dosing convenience and are the most appropriate formulation choice for drugs that undergo extensive first pass metabolism or that exhibit poor oral bioavailability An intriguing variety of technologies have been developed to provide long acting injections and implants

### Recent Advances in Novel Drug Delivery Systems

March 24th, 2006 - Reviewed herein are the most recent developments in the area of drug delivery systems such as colloidal drug carriers micelles liposomes dendrimers liquid crystals nanoparticiles hydrogels molecular imprint technology amp bioconjugates along with the various delivery methods

### Biomaterials Journal Elsevier

May 16th, 2019 - Biomaterials is an international journal covering the science and clinical application of biomaterials A biomaterial is now defined as a substance that has been engineered to take a form which alone or as part of a complex system is used to direct by control of interactions with components of living systems the course of any therapeutic or
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Evaluating the impact of social franchising on family
May 13th, 2019 - In Kenya as in many low income countries the private sector is an important component of health service delivery and of providing access to preventive and curative health services The Tunza Social Franchise Network operated by Population Services Kenya is Kenya’s largest network of private providers comprising 329 clinics Franchised clinics are only one source of family planning FP

Retinal Physician New Monoclonal Antibody Treatments in
May 13th, 2019 - New Monoclonal Antibody Treatments in Retina An alphabet soup with potential to preserve vision By AMY S BABIUCH MD It is estimated that 14 of patients with diabetes have DME 9 In the past few years the use of anti VEGF and long acting steroid delivery implants have improved retina specialists’ ability to treat DME Several

Hindawi
May 16th, 2019 - Hindawi is one of the world’s largest publishers of peer reviewed fully Open Access journals Built on an ethos of openness we are passionate about working with the global academic community to promote open scholarly research to the world With the help of our academic Editors based in institutions around the globe we are able to focus on serving our authors while preserving robust
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Opioid Use
May 8th, 2019 - Summary Vivitrol is an extended release injectable formulation of naltrexone administered as an intramuscular injection once a month. Naltrexone is an opioid receptor antagonist that blocks the euphoric effects of opioids.

Long Acting Injections and Implants Jeremy C Wright
May 6th, 2019 - Long acting injections and implants improve therapy enhance patient compliance improve dosing convenience and are the most appropriate formulation choice for drugs that undergo extensive first pass metabolism or that exhibit poor oral bioavailability. An intriguing variety of technologies have been developed to provide long acting injections and implants.

Growth factor eluting cochlear implant electrode impact
May 13th, 2019 - A cochlear implant CI is an artificial hearing device that can replace a damaged cochlea. The present study examined the use of growth factor eluting gelatin hydrogel coatings on the electrodes to minimize inner ear trauma during electrode insertion. Insulin like growth factor 1 IGF1 and or hepatocyte growth factor HGF were chosen as the agents to be administered.

JCI Recent developments in the treatment of age related
April 26th, 2019 - Recent developments in the treatment of age related macular degeneration. Frank G Holz, Steffen Schmitz. Underneath the conjunctiva for transscleral delivery subconjunctival injection implant parabulbar injection directly into the vitreous intravitreal injection implant or systemically oral intravenous infusion. Long acting.
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Injectable Extended Release Naltrexone to Treat Opioid Use
May 8th, 2019 - Summary Vivitrol is an extended release injectable formulation of naltrexone administered as an intramuscular injection once a month. Naltrexone is an opioid receptor antagonist that blocks the euphoric effects of opioids.
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What are the different types of contraception NICHD
September 7th, 2016 - There are many different types of contraception but not all types are appropriate for all situations. The most appropriate method of birth control depends on an individual's overall health, age, frequency of sexual activity, number of sexual partners, desire to have children in the future, and family history of certain diseases.

Beyond Condoms The Long Quest for a Better Male
June 13th, 2011 - Scientific American is the essential guide to the most awe-inspiring advances in science and technology By Nina Bai on June 14 2011 Share on Facebook trial of injections of long acting

Medroxyprogesterone acetate Wikipedia
May 14th, 2019 - Medroxyprogesterone acetate MPA
also known as depot medroxyprogesterone acetate DMPA and sold under the brand name Depo Provera among others is a hormonal medication of the progestin type It is used as a method of birth control and as a part of menopausal hormone therapy

Injectable anti malarials revisited discovery and May 8th, 2019 - As such there is no published decision tree that maps the technology path for selecting long acting injectable formulations A range of different formulation technologies have been applied in commercial products such as oil solutions aqueous micro and nanosuspensions in situ forming gels and micro particulate systems

JCI Recent developments in the treatment of age related April 26th, 2019 - Recent developments in the treatment of age related macular degeneration Frank G Holz Steffen Schmitz underneath the conjunctiva for transscleral delivery subconjunctival injection implant parabulbar injection directly into the vitreous intravitreal injection implant or systemically oral intravenous infusion Long acting

Strategies to prevent unintended pregnancy increasing use May 11th, 2019 - The copper IUD and progestin only injections and implants have been shown to be more cost effective than more commonly used methods such as condoms and the pill 5 year savings 13 373– 14 122 LARC 12 239 condoms 12 879 pill Long acting reversible contraception benefits and limitations LDL C and triglycerides by 12 14 10

Advances in Biomaterials for Drug Delivery Fenton 2018 December 24th, 2018 - Advances in biomaterials for drug delivery are enabling significant progress in biology and medicine Biomaterials have enhanced oral and injectable drug delivery 10 the most common modes of drug administration while also creating new transdermal delivery systems have utilized biomaterials science and microfabrication technology to

What are the different types of contraception NICHD September 7th, 2016 - There are many different types of contraception but not all types are appropriate for all situations The most appropriate method of birth control depends on an individual s overall health age frequency of sexual activity number of sexual partners desire to have children in the future and family history of certain diseases

Publications University of Connecticut April 30th, 2019 - Professor Diane Burgess Laboratory at University of Connecticut Books D J Burgess Injectable Dispersed Systems Formulation Processing
and Performance

A two stage reverse dialysis in vitro dissolution testing

Flexible and stretchable nanowire coated fibers for March 29th, 2017 - Studies of neural pathways that contribute to loss and recovery of function following paralyzing spinal cord injury require devices for modulating and recording electrophysiological activity in specific neurons These devices must be sufficiently flexible to match the low elastic modulus of neural tissue and to withstand repeated strains experienced by the spinal cord during normal movement

Ultra long acting removable drug delivery system for HIV
October 8th, 2018 - Non adherence to medication is an important health care problem especially in the treatment of chronic conditions Injectable long acting LA formulations of antiretrovirals ARVs represent a

Testosterone medication Wikipedia
May 16th, 2019 - Testosterone T is a medication and naturally occurring steroid hormone It is used to treat male hypogonadism and certain types of breast cancer It may also be used to increase athletic ability in the form of doping It is unclear if the use of testosterone for low levels due to aging is beneficial or harmful Testosterone can be used as a gel or patch that is applied to the skin injection

Veterinary Long Acting Injections and Implants SpringerLink
May 13th, 2019 - Veterinary Long Acting Injections and Implants Authors Authors and affiliations This review chapter highlights the variety of long acting injectable and implant technologies that have been investigated and commercialized for veterinary applications Advances in Delivery Science and Technology Springer Boston MA First Online 15

Contraceptive methods and issues around the menopause an May 2nd, 2019 - All are reliable long?acting methods of contraception with very low user failure rates Although Depo Provera ® is licensed for 12 weeks there is evidence that pregnancy rates remain low for up to 14 weeks after administration 31 Depo Provera ® is the most commonly used injectable method

Injectable long acting in situ forming systems for Radix
Poly ester anhydride s prepared by the insertion of March 14th, 2019 - Ariella Shikanov Sergey Shikanov Boris Vaisman Jacob Golenser and Abraham J Domb Cisplatin Tumor Biodistribution and Efficacy after Intratumoral Injection of a Biodegradable Extended Release Implant Chemotherapy Research and Practice 2011 I 2011

Contraceptive experience and perception a survey among May 12th, 2019 - Abortion rate in Ukraine is high and the use of effective contraceptive methods is low Aiming to explore women’s knowledge and attitudes towards modern contraceptive methods we performed a survey among women with a recent pregnancy A convenience sample of 500 women who had an abortion or a delivery 250 women post abortion and 250 women post partum in Kiev Ukraine was chosen to


Treatment for Uterine Fibroids Searching for Effective January 21st, 2017 - Uterine fibroids are common reproductive age benign tumors that contribute to severe morbidity and infertility Cumulative incidence is 4 times higher in African Americans compared to Caucasians and constitutes a major health disparity challenge Fibroids are the leading indication for hysterectomy

The role of long acting injectable antipsychotics in January 26th, 2017 - Despite their widespread use long acting injectable LAI antipsychotics APs are often regarded with some negativity because of the assumption of punishment control and insufficient evolution towards psychosocial development of patients However LAI APs have proved effective in schizophrenia

Barriers and facilitators to taking on diabetes self May 5th, 2019 - When children with type 1 diabetes approach adolescence they are encouraged to become more involved in diabetes self management This study explored the challenges pre adolescent children
encounter when self managing diabetes and the factors which motivate and enable them to take on new diabetes related tasks A key objective was to inform the support offered to pre adolescent children

**Wireless magnetothermal deep brain stimulation Science**
March 26th, 2015 - Current techniques to stimulate regions inside the brain need a permanently implanted wire or an optical fiber Working in mice Chen et al developed a method to overcome this problem see the Perspective by Temel and Jahanshahi They introduced heat sensitive capsaicin receptors into nerve cells and then injected magnetic nanoparticles into specific brain regions

**UCD Conway Institute of Biomolecular and Biomedical Research**
May 7th, 2019 - David Brayden is Full Professor of Advanced Drug Delivery at the School of Veterinary Medicine and a Fellow of the UCD Conway Institute Following a Ph D in Pharmacology at the University of Cambridge UK 1989 and a post doctoral research fellowship at Stanford University CA 1991 he set up Elan Corporation s pharmacology laboratory in Dublin 1991
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**Long acting intraocular Delivery strategies for biological**
May 13th, 2019 - Long acting intraocular Delivery strategies for biological therapy of age related macular degeneration The effect of two year delivery of ciliary neurotrophic factor has been studied as a novel drug delivery method for implant based technology An encapsulated cell technology 12 2011 pp 1293 1301 10 1208 s12249 011 9693 z

**Medroxyprogesterone acetate Wikipedia**
May 13th, 2019 - Medroxyprogesterone acetate MPA also known as depot medroxyprogesterone acetate DMPA and sold under the brand name Depo Provera among others is a hormonal medication of the progestin type It is used as a method of birth control and as a part of menopausal hormone therapy It is also used to treat endometriosis abnormal uterine bleeding abnormal sexuality in males and certain types of

**Leveraging long acting reversible contraceptives to**
April 8th, 2018 - Background In developing regions an estimated 214 million women have an unmet need for
family planning Reaching Family Planning 2020 FP2020 commitments will require a shift in modern contraceptive promotion including improved access to long acting reversible contraceptives LARCs Until now a lack of market data limited understanding of the potential of LARCs to increase contraceptive

Non invasive delivery strategies for biologics
Nature
November 30th, 2018 - Biologics now constitute a significant element of available medical treatments Owing to their clinical and commercial success biologics are a rapidly growing class and have become a dominant

Leveraging long acting reversible contraceptives to
April 8th, 2018 - Background In developing regions an estimated 214 million women have an unmet need for family planning Reaching Family Planning 2020 FP2020 commitments will require a shift in modern contraceptive promotion including improved access to long acting reversible contraceptives LARCs Until now a lack of market data limited understanding of the potential of LARCs to increase contraceptive
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Ultra long acting removable drug delivery system for HIV
October 8th, 2018 - Non adherence to medication is an important health care problem especially in the treatment of chronic conditions Injectable long acting LA formulations of antiretrovirals ARVs represent a

Host Response to Long Acting Injections and Implants
April 21st, 2019 - Anderson J M 2012 Host Response to Long Acting Injections and Implants In Wright J Burgess D eds Long Acting Injections and Implants Advances in Delivery Science and Technology Springer Boston MA First Online 13 September 2011

Tejal Desai PhD School of Pharmacy UCSF
May 14th, 2019 - Tejal Desai’s drug delivery research
focus of agreement between UCSF and Zcube National Judge Siemens Math Science and Technology Competition 2009 18 San Francisco s Top 40 under 40 7 x 7 Magazine 2008 Rothrock G McGowan I van der Straten A Desai T A Tunable Biodegradable Thin Film Polymer Device as a Long Acting

Optogenetic stimulation of cochlear neurons activates the
July 11th, 2018 - Cochlear implants rely on electrical stimulation of the auditory nerve to provide a sense of sound to a person with severe hearing loss However the resolution of complex sounds is limited by the spreading of the current around the electrode Wrobel et al leveraged optogenetics to develop an optical cochlear implant that uses light for spatially and temporally precise stimulation of the

Volumetric additive manufacturing via tomographic
March 7th, 2019 - Most 3D printing techniques involve adding material layer by layer This sets some limitations on the types of applications for which 3D printing is suitable such as printing around a preexisting object Kelly et al present a different method for manufacturing by rotating a photopolymer in a dynamically evolving light field see the Perspective by Hart and Rao

Advances in Biomaterials for Drug Delivery Fenton 2018
December 24th, 2018 - Advances in biomaterials for drug delivery are enabling significant progress in biology and medicine Biomaterials have enhanced oral and injectable drug delivery 10 the most common modes of drug administration 11 while also creating new transdermal delivery systems have utilized biomaterials science and microfabrication technology to

Levonorgestrel Wikipedia
May 16th, 2019 - Levonorgestrel is a hormonal medication which is used in a number of birth control methods As an emergency birth control sold under the brand name Plan B among others it is useful within 120 hours of unprotected sex The more time that has passed since sex the less effective the medication becomes and it does not work after pregnancy has occurred It is also combined with an estrogen to

Treatment for Uterine Fibroids Searching for Effective
January 21st, 2017 - Uterine fibroids are common reproductive age benign tumors that contribute to severe morbidity and infertility Cumulative incidence is 4 times higher in African Americans compared to Caucasians and constitutes a major health disparity challenge Fibroids are the leading indication for hysterectomy
The role of long acting injectable antipsychotics in January 26th, 2017 - Despite their widespread use long acting injectable LAI antipsychotics APs are often regarded with some negativity because of the assumption of punishment control and insufficient evolution towards psychosocial development of patients However LAI APs have proved effective in schizophrenia


Easier treatment for blinding eye disease shows promise in October 26th, 2018 - A lead researcher from Wills Eye Hospital in Philadelphia is presenting results from the LADDER study evaluating the efficacy and safety of an investigational long acting port delivery system for
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Injectable anti malarials revisited discovery and May 8th, 2019 - As such there is no published decision tree that maps the technology path for selecting long acting injectable formulations A range of different formulation technologies have been applied in commercial products such as oil solutions aqueous micro and nanosuspensions in situ forming gels and micro particular systems

Recent Advances in Novel Drug Delivery Systems March 24th, 2006 - Reviewed herein are the most recent developments in the area of drug delivery systems Systems such as colloidal drug carriers
micelles, liposomes, dendrimers, liquid crystals, nanoparticles, hydrogels, molecular imprint technology, and bioconjugates, along with various delivery methods.

**Barriers and facilitators to taking on diabetes self**
May 5th, 2019 - When children with type 1 diabetes approach adolescence, they are encouraged to become more involved in diabetes self-management. This study explored the challenges pre-adolescent children encounter when self-managing diabetes and the factors which motivate and enable them to take on new diabetes-related tasks. A key objective was to inform the support offered to pre-adolescent children.

**Constraints and prospects for contraceptive service**
May 11th, 2019 - Constraints and prospects for contraceptive service provision to young people in Uganda. Providers' perspectives. Makerere University and the Uganda National Council for Science and Technology approved the study. Written consent was secured from all participants after explaining the purpose of the study and long-acting methods such as...

**Host Response to Long Acting Injections and Implants**

**Non invasive delivery strategies for biologics**
Nature
November 30th, 2018 - Biologics now constitute a significant element of available medical treatments. Owing to their clinical and commercial success, biologics are a rapidly growing class and have become a dominant.

**Tejal Desai PhD School of Pharmacy UCSF**
May 14th, 2019 - Tejal Desai’s drug delivery research focus of agreement between UCSF and Zcube National Judge Siemens Math Science and Technology Competition 2009. 18 San Francisco s Top 40 under 40 7 x 7 Magazine 2008. Rothrock G McGowan I van der Straten A Desai T A Tunable Biodegradable Thin Film Polymer Device as a Long Acting.

**Contraceptive experience and perception a survey among**
May 12th, 2019 - Abortion rate in Ukraine is high and the use of effective contraceptive methods is low. Aiming to explore women’s knowledge and attitudes towards modern contraceptive methods, we performed a survey among women with a recent pregnancy. A convenience sample of 500 women who had an abortion or a delivery, 250 women post-abortive and 250 women post partum in Kiev, Ukraine, was chosen to...